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HONG KONG BUILDINGS IS OPAQUE LIKE A MASKED CITY 
BACKGROUND 
Building fagade has been transforming from opaque wall to glazing in the busiest retail 
districts in Hong Kong. It raises questions like does clear glazing means transparency? 
What is the definition of transparency in architecture and city? 
Transparency is based on the belief of seeing architecture as vessels of transmitting 
information and people. Architecture should not be a box-like container i.e. lack of visual 
and spatial connection between interior and exterior of architecture, and architectural 
language for human activities. This is especially crucial in very high dense city in Hong 
Kong where human interaction is the air. City should be able to be 'seen through' and ex-
perienced. There should be spatial richness in architecture. Architecture should disclose 
lifestyles. It is a concept of urban, spatial and materiality arrangements, relates to depth 
perception, but not determined merely by the opacity of materiality. 
TRANSPARENCY IN HISTORY 
Queen's Road Eost. c. 190-<. Spnna Gmden Lane. c . l 9 : 5 
TRANSPARENCY IN HONG KONG NOW 
THESIS STATEMENT 
Seeing architecture as vessels of function and 
public, life and activities held within should be 
disclosed and experienced. Architecture is 
not only a container for human activities. Ar-
chitectural space and human activities should 
be interactive. 
The thesis aims at uncovering relationship 
between architecture and city, space and peo-
ple, in a dense urban condition in HK. The 
thesis aims at explore the concept of trans-
parency as a way of design in urban context, 
spatially, interiorly and materially via study 
of issues like connection, void, solid, spatial 
depth, materiality, envelope and relative light. 
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BUILDING AS CONTAINER IN THE CITY 
BUILDING AND STREET ARE SEPARATED 
BUILDING IS CONNECTED SPATIALLY AND VISUALLY BY DIVERSE 
ARCHireCrURAL ARTICULATIONS 
B L U R O F B U I L D I N G B O U N D A R Y 
CLEAR BOWOARY OF BUILDINGS AND STREETS DtSSOCVE OF BUILDING AND STREET I 
THEORY AND LITERATURAL STUDY 
Theories on Transparency in Art and Architecture 
1944-Gyorgy Kepes-Language of Vision-
Within Kepe's 2-d post-perspectival theory of spa-
tial representation, images mediated between inner and 
the outer world, not in a fixed, unequivocal, and absolute 
manner of perspective, but engaging the viewer's partici-
pation 
Visual images should achieve dynamic interaction 
between tension and balance, attraction and repulsion, fig-
ure and ground, creating 'not a fagade but a living, flowing 
space'-a space-time that offers opportunities for ‘wider and 
deeper human experiences' 
1992-Anthony Vidler-The Architectural Uncanny: Essays in 
the Modern Unhomely-Transparency 
Modernity has been haunted by a myth of transpar-
ency: by a universal transparency of building materials, 
spatial penetration, and the ubiquitous flow of air, light and 
physical movement. 
1994-Terence Riley-Reflections on Transparency: An Inter-
view with Terence Riley 
Transparency implies an entire range of screened 
images, of somewhat translucent images, or any manner 
of perceptions that are neither opaque nor literally trans-
parent, neither figure nor ground. 
1994-James Strike-Architecture in Conversation-Percep-
tual Transparency 
The outside informs us about the interior 
1996-Detlef Mertins-Transparency: Autonomy and Rela-
tionality-
Giedion and Moholy-Nagy's concept of transpar-
ency was based on a phenomenology of spatial percep-
tion, albeit a four-dimensional one in which the boundaries 
between inside and outside, subject and object, were 
dissolved for an observer assumed to be moving freely in 
space and time. 
2003-Kati Blom-Constructing Place Mind and Matter, 
Transparency and Catatonia'-'Remedies-Body and Trans-
parency’-
Spaces can be graded to make a clear distinc-
tion between important and less important, the linear and 
the static. These techniques would increase the sense of 
freedom in form and the choices of movement that people 
experience in our environment. 
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MIGS was trying to establish a continuum of space between interior and exterior that confounds 
the presence of glass. Real space is thus inside and outside: the ultimate sense of transparency. 
The kind of architecture that opens itself up and, at the same time, protectively encloses, 
is transparent. In the transparent spatial penetration, various degrees of effect flow together, like 
opening and closing, brightening and darkening, flooding and differentiating.The spatial, therefore the 
inner character is hidden in transparency. 
Literal Transparency (real) 
a physical fact 
an inherent quality of substance-wire mesh /glass curtain wall 
associate with the trompe I'oeil effect of a translucent object in a deep, 
naturalistic space 
Phenomenal Transparency (seeming, apparent) 
ceases to be perfectly clear but clearly ambiguous, 
an inherent quality of organization 
a shallow abstracted space 
1944，Gyorgy Kepes-Language of Vision-Transparency, interpretation’-
If one sees 2 or more figures partly overlapping one another, each of them 
claims for itself the common overlapped part，then one is confronted with a 
contradiction of spatial dimensions. The figures are endowed with trans-
parency are able to interpenetrate without an optical destruction of each other. 
Transparency implies more than an optical characteristics, it implies a broader 
spatial order. Transparency means a simultaneous perception of different 
spatial locations. Space not only recedes but fluctuates in a continuous ac-
tivity. The position of the transparent figures has equivocal meaning as one 
sees each figure now as the closer, how as the further one. 
THEORY AND PRECEDENTS STUDY 
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TRANSPARENCY——AS A DESiGN INSTRUMENT 
TRANSPARENT ORGANIZATION PLANNING 
f O t a iMMAGiNi PER VtNEZiA'. 
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VOID 
DEPTH OF FIELD 
CONDITIONS WITHOUT TRANSPARENCY 
COMPACT HIGH DENSE URBAN SITUATION 
CONDITIONS WITH TRANSPARENCY 
CARVE OF VOID TO RE-CONNECT CITY & 
CREATE DEPTH OF FIELD 
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MAX. TRANSPARENCY ACHIEVE BY 
90* BETWEEN OBJECT TO VIEWER 
LIGHT DIFFUSION HELPS OPEN UP SPACE WHEN PEOPLE 







VISUAL PENETRATION FROM STREET TO BUH.OII 
TRANSPARENCY HAS TO DO WITH 
•DISSOLVE OF BUILDING BOUNDARY 
•BUILDING'S ORIENTATION TO STREET 
SPATIAl PENETRATION FROM STREET TO BUIIDING 
FRAMING AND LAYERING 
BARCELONA PAVILION, 
MIES VAN OER ROHE, 
VISUAL PtNCTRATIWAMALVSIS 
BUILDING BOUNDARY IS PRAGMENTeD. TRADITIONAL CONCEPTS OF BUILDING EDGE AND THRESHOLD WERE 
REINTERPRETED 
TRANSPARENCY HAS TO DO WITH POSITION & MATERIALITY OF SPACE DEFINING ELEMENTS 
REFLECTIVE GLAZING ACTS AS OPAQUE WALL & EXTENDS PERCEIVED SPACE 
CLEAR GLAZING EXTENDS SPACE & INDUCES MOVEMENT 
OPAQUE WALL BOUNDS SPACE & GUIDES MOVEMENT 
KATSURA 桂 鹏 ， O S A K A 
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TRANSPARENCY HAS TO DO WITH 
• LAYERING OF SPACES 
• OPACITY OF SPACE DEFINING ELEMENTS 
LAYER & DEEPEST LAYER SHOULD BE OPEN UP PARTLY IN ORDER TO 
CREATE INFINITE SPACE 
THERE SHOULD BE A CONTRAST OF OPACITY BETWEEN ADJACENT LAYERS 
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ACHIEVE BY EITHER 
PEOPLE'S PERSPECTIVE IN MOTION 
• STATIC SPACE DEFINING ELEMENTS、 
SPACE DEFINING ELEMENTS IN MOTION 
ACHIEVE BY EITHER 
ACHIEVED BY LAYERS IN FOREGROUND, MiODLEOROUND & BACKGROUND. 
PATH HELPS FRAMING VIEW AND REINFORCE PERSPECTIVE. 
CONDITIONS VJITMOOT TnANSPAHENCy 
SPACE WITH NO SPATIAL DEPTH DEFINED BY A BOX 
IN FIX PERSPECTIVE 
SPATIAL DEPTH DEFINED BY OVERLAPPING PLANES/ 
PATH 
BUILDING ENVELOPE AND MATERIALITY 
90* VIEW ANGLE 
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CONDITIONS WITHOUT tRANSPAftENCY 
ENVELOPE WHICH IS ORTHOGONAL TO 
GROUND ARE NOT FAVOURABLE FOR 
PEDESTRIANS TO VIEW UPPER FLOORS 
CONDt l lONSVVTH tRANSPARENCr 
3 DIMENSIONAL BUILDING EDGE TO CREATE 90« 
VIEW ANGLE FOR PEDESTRtANS FROM GROUND 
SPATIAL ANALYSIS 
TRANSPARENCY HAS TO DO WITH 
FREEDOM OF SPATIAL DIMENSIONS 
• NEW CONCEPT OF THRESHOLD 
. PUBLIC AND INTERIOR SPACE ARE MERGED, 
SEPARATED OR IN-BETWEEN 
STOREFRONT FOR ART AND ARCHITECTURE, NYC 
STEVEN HOLL ARCHITECTS. 1993 
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6. RELATIVE LIGHTING 
THE LANDMARK MANDARIN ORIENTAL HOTEL’ CENTRAL 
AEDAS LTD. 2005 
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TRANSPARENCY HAS CLOSE CONNECTION WITH 
•DEPTH PERCEPTION 
ACHiEVE BY 
•TRANSPARENCY OF SURFACE + OPACITY OF 
BACKGROUND & LIGHTING IN-BETWEEN 
AVERY OPAQUE CITY NOW, 
BUT THERE ARE MANY TRANSPARENT HISTORICAL BUILDINGS REMAIN. 
SITE STUDY 
FIGURE AND GROUND MAPPING 
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^ ^ ^ COMMUNITY NATURE 










a Morning Site 
SPRING EQUINOX@0900 SPRING EQUINOX@1300 SPRING EQUINOX@1600 
SUMMER SOLSTICE@0900 SUMMER SOLSTICE@1300 SUMMER SOLSTICE@1600 































































Ground Floor Retail Stores 
FASH- COM- PRIN' 
:ION PUTERING 
4.8% 4.7% 3.2% 
Recital Hall 
D R E S S I I I N G A E H E A R S A L 
THEATRE 爾 31.3% 
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Typical Floor Plan 
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EXISTING PODIUM AT SITE PROPOSED PODIUM AT SITE 
DESIGN INTERVENTION 
ANALYSIS 
Voids and tapered staircases help creating deep 
perspective crossing space vertically. 
SPATIAL ANALYSIS-DESIGN STUDIO 




Walls obstruct views and 
guides movement. 
VIEW ANGLE ANALYSIS 
Journey starts from 1 court，pass via 4 floors and 
end at another court. 
Path and Layers organized in turn to create sense 
of expectation and discovery. 
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Radiating planning and 
slope of landscape formed deep 
perspective from courts. 
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View is opened and 
Movement is slow down 
by the position and 
length of walls. 
Contrast of lighting as soft layer to accentuate 
spatial depth. 
Opaque wall defined the area of deep 
perspectives into inspiration bridge. 
\/i㊀w and Movem㊀nt 
intensified by the position 
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4TH FLOOR PLAN 
1:1000@A4 
3RD FLOOR PLAN 
1:1000@A4 
2ND FLOOR PLAN 
1:1000@A4 
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GALLERY WALLS -SECTIONAL VIEW 
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GALLERY WALLS -SECTIONAL VIEW 2 
VIEW OF INSPIRATION 
BRIDGE FROM COURTYARD 
INSPIRATION BRIDGE 











VIEW OF DESIGN STUDIO 
g i l _ ; 》 
MODEL VIEW WITH 
TOWERS SUPERIMPOSED 

PLAN VIEW OF DESIGN STUDIO 
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VIEW OF GALLERY 
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SPATIAL STUDIES 
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建 築 學 圖 書 餘 
THESIS .畢業論文 
Overdue Fines on Thesis 
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